The mechanisms of trinucleotide repeat expansions, underlying more than a dozen hereditary neurological disorders, are yet to be understood. Here we looked at the replication of (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n and (CAG) n ⅐ (CTG) n repeats and their propensity to expand in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Using electrophoretic analysis of replication intermediates, we found that (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats significantly attenuate replication fork progression. Replication inhibition for this sequence becomes evident at as few as ϳ10 repeats and reaches a maximal level at 30 to 40 repeats. This is the first direct demonstration of replication attenuation by a triplet repeat in a eukaryotic system in vivo. For (CAG) n ⅐ (CTG) n repeats, on the contrary, there is only a marginal replication inhibition even at 80 repeats. The propensity of trinucleotide repeats to expand was evaluated in a parallel genetic study. In wild-type cells, expansions of (CGG) 25 ⅐ (CCG) 25 and (CAG) 25 ⅐ (CTG) 25 repeat tracts occurred with similar low rates. A mutation in the large subunit of the replicative replication factor C complex (rfc1-1) increased the expansion rate for the (CGG) 25 repeat ϳ50-fold but had a much smaller effect on the expansion of the (CTG) 25 repeat. These data show dramatic sequence-specific expansion effects due to a mutation in the lagging strand DNA synthesis machinery. Together, the results of this study suggest that expansions are likely to result when the replication fork attempts to escape from the stall site.
Trinucleotide repeats, specifically (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n , (CAG) n ⅐ (CTG) n , and (GAA) n ⅐ (TTC) n , have attracted wide attention since their expansion leads to numerous hereditary neurological disorders in humans, including fragile X syndrome, Huntington's disease, myotonic dystrophy, Friedreich's ataxia, etc. (reviewed in reference 49) . The inheritance of these diseases is characterized by the so-called anticipation, i.e., an increase in the probability, onset, and the severity of a disease as it passes through generations. The molecular basis for anticipation is that trinucleotide repeats are stably inherited and cause no harm unless the number of repeats exceeds a threshold of roughly 25, upon which an intergenerational transmission of expanded versions of these repeats becomes progressively more common (reviewed in reference 1).
The mechanisms responsible for trinucleotide repeats expansion remain unclear. The largest volume of data supports an idea that abnormal replication of repeated stretches is responsible for their expansion. First, it is generally believed that the length dependence of expansion is linked to the ability of repeated DNAs to form unusual secondary structures, since the stability of such structures increases with repeats' lengths (reviewed in reference 27). Formation of these unusual DNA structures by trinucleotide repeats significantly compromises DNA polymerization in vitro (11, 21, 47) . This polymerization blockage facilitates occasional misalignment between the newly synthesized and the template DNA strand, leading to repeat expansions in vitro (31) .
Second, (CNG) n stretches, when cloned into bacterial plasmids, cause a length-and orientation-dependent replication blockage in vivo, and the lagging strand in the vicinity of the repeats is under-replicated (39) .
Third, stabilities of trinucleotide repeats in bacterial, yeast, and cultured mammalian cells drastically depend on their orientation with regard to replication origins (2, 6, 9, 20, 28, 33, 43) . Long (CTG) n or (CGG) n stretches situated in the lagging strand template preferably delete, while the same stretches in the leading strand template can expand, though with low probability. It was suggested, therefore, that formation of unusual secondary structures by trinucleotide repeats in either the lagging strand template or the newly synthesized lagging strand attenuates DNA replication, producing deletions or expansions, respectively.
Fourth, mutations in the replication apparatus of bacteria and yeast increase the instability of trinucleotide repeats and sometimes their expansion rates. These include deletions of the yeast FLAP endonuclease (rad27), missense mutations in the yeast DNA polymerase ␦ and PCNA, and proofreading mutants of Escherichia coli DNA polymerase III (8, 15, 16, 41, 42, 46, 50) .
Finally, analyses of repeats expansion in families with fragile X syndrome indirectly support a replication model of expansion. In normal individuals, trinucleotide repeats are interrupted by several unrelated triplets. Expansions in carriers and affected individuals appear to occur at the 3Ј rather than at the 5Ј flank of CGG repeated stretch, and the expanded part lacks interrupting triplets (25) . In yeast (37) , interruptions were also shown to stabilize trinucleotide repeats, especially when the interruptions were located in the 5Ј region of the (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n tracts. The rare expansions that occur also show additions 3Ј of the interruption, although in yeast these expansions occur with retention of the interruption. These observations could be explained by erroneous replication of repeats from an upstream replication origin leading to expansions during the lagging strand synthesis.
While consistent with the replication hypothesis, none of these data decisively prove that expansions occur during DNA replication. Moreover, some cases of repeats expansion could not be explained by replication errors. The strongest argument comes from studies of (CAG) n repeats in transgenic mice showing that expansions occur in developing sperm that do not replicate (23) . Alternative mechanisms could involve DNA recombination or gap repair. (CAG) n repeats were shown to stimulate homologous recombination in bacteria (17, 18) and gene conversion induced by double-stranded breaks in DNA in yeast (35) undergoing expansion during these events. Further, mutations affecting DNA repair increase the probability of repeats expansion (19, 32, 34, 40, 48) . Note, however, that the majority of alternative models still includes some DNA synthesis through repeated stretches to account for the large-scale nature of expansions.
Thus, further studies are warranted to elucidate the link between DNA replication and trinucleotide repeats expansion. Here, we analyzed the effects of trinucleotide repeats on plasmid replication in yeast. Impediment of replication fork progression through (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n stretches was found to increase with longer repeat lengths. Replication stalling becomes detectable around 10 repeats, while maximum impediment is reached at about 30 to 40 repeats. Quantitative analysis of these data shows that long repetitive stretches slow replication down approximately twofold. For (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats, on the contrary, we detected only marginal replication blockage for relatively long repeats (n, Ϸ80). We looked at the rate of the (CNG) 25 repeats expansion in the same strain where the replication studies were carried out. The rates of expansion were ϳ10 Ϫ5 per cell/generation for both (CGG) 25 and (CTG) 25 repeats. Mutation in the subunit of the replication factor C (RFC) complex, which is vital for the lagging strand DNA synthesis, increases the expansion rate for the (CGG) 25 repeat by almost 2 orders of magnitude but has a much smaller effect on the (CTG) 25 repeat expansion. These data further emphasize the link between replication and expansion of (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats: expansions are likely to result from errors of the lagging strand DNA synthesis when the replication fork attempts to escape from the stall site.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains. All cloning was carried out in the E. coli XL1-Blue strain (Stratagene). The majority of yeast replication studies were performed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain CH1585 (MATa leu2⌬1 trp⌬63 ura3-52 his3-200) (ATCC 96098). Strain VL6-48N, lacking the 2m plasmid (30), was kindly provided by Vladimir Larionov.
Mutant construction. The rfc1-1 mutant was constructed as follows. Complementary primers 1 (5Ј-CTGGCGGATATTACCTCTTGTA) and 2 (5Ј-TACAA GAGGTAATATCCGCCAG) contained point substitutions corresponding to the rfc1-1 mutation (underlined). Primer 1 was used in PCR of the 5Ј portion of the rfc1 gene from yeast genomic DNA together with primer 3 (5Ј-AAAGAAG CAGAATTGCTTGTTA). Primer 2 was used in PCR of the 3Ј portion of the gene together with primer 4 (5Ј-GACCTGCAGAACGGCTCACAAAATCAA), which contained an extra PstI site at its 5Ј end (italicized). The two PCR products were mixed together, denatured, and reannealed. This was followed by PCR with primers 3 and 4, resulting in a DNA fragment containing rfc1 sequence with the required point substitution. It was then digested by HindIII (which cleaves internally to primer 3) and PstI and cloned together with the ura3 cassette (an EcoRI-NsiI fragment from the YEp24 plasmid) between the HindIII and EcoRI sites of the pUC19 polylinker. The resultant plasmid was linearized at the Bsh13651 site inside the rfc1-1 open reading frame (ORF), followed by pop-in into the CH1585 strain using URA ϩ selection. The pop-out was achieved by selecting for 5-fluoroorotic acid (5FOA) resistance. Mutant pop-outs were distinguished from the wild-type ones at the DNA level, since the rfc1-1 mutation destroys the EcoRV site within the gene, and by their cold-sensitive phenotype.
A similar PCR-based strategy was used to construct the pol32⌬ mutant. DNA sequence upstream of the pol32 initiation codon was amplified by PCR of yeast genomic DNA using primers 5 (5Ј-GTAGAGCTCATTAATGGAAGTACCTTA) and 6 (5Ј-GATGATTCAGCTGGTTGTTAGTTAATG) (sequences homologous to yeast DNA are bolded). Primer 5 also contains a SacI restriction site (italicized). The 3Ј portion of the pol32 gene was amplified by PCR using primers 7 (5Ј-TAACAACCAGCTGAATCATCGAAAATTA) and 8 (5Ј-GCCTTTAAAAA AAAGAAGATTATTTTG) (sequences homologous to yeast DNA are in bold). Primer 8 also contains a DraI site (italicized). Complementary 5Ј portions of primers 6 and 7 (underlined) allowed us to reanneal the two PCR products. Subsequent PCR with primers 5 and 8 generated a deletion derivative of the pol32 gene lacking the entire 5Ј portion of the ORF. Upon digestion with SacI and DraI, this fragment, together with the ura3 cassette (an EcoRI-SmaI fragment from the YEp24 plasmid), was cloned between the SacI and EcoRI sites of the pBluescript SK II(Ϫ) polylinker. The resultant plasmid was linearized at the MluI site upstream of the pol32 ORF, followed by pop-in into the CH1585 strain via URA ϩ selection. The pop-out was selected for 5FOA resistance. The pol32⌬ mutant contained a designed deletion, as verified by PCR, and its cold-sensitive phenotype.
Plasmids. YEp24 plasmids with trinucleotide repeats of various lengths and sequences at their SmaI sites were obtained by cloning blunt-ended EcoRIHindIII fragments from previously described pBluescript derivatives that carry trinucleotide repeats (39) . The blunt-ended EcoRV-NsiI fragment from the above YEp derivatives containing the (CGG) 40 ⅐ (CCG) 40 repeat was then recloned in two orientations into the AseI site of YEp24, positioning the repeat into the nontranscribed area.
Isolation of replication intermediates from yeast cells. Cells were grown in 400 ml of yeast extract-peptone-dextrose medium until reaching an optical density at 600 nm of 2.0. The growth was stopped by adding 4 ml of 10% NaN 3 and incubating for 2 min. Eighty milliliters of frozen 0.2 M EDTA was added, cultures were pelleted, and pellets were washed with 50 ml of ice-cold water and resuspended in 4 ml of the NIB buffer (17% glycerol, 50 mM morpholinepropanesulfonic acid, 150 mM NaOAc, 2 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.15 mM spermine; pH 7.2). An equal volume of glass beads was added, and cells were disrupted by vortexing for 7 min and chilling on ice for 30 s after every 30 s of vortexing. Beads were allowed to settle, and supernatant was pooled and cleared by centrifugation at 13,000 ϫ g for 25 min. The pellet was resuspended in 1.5 ml of YSTE buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8 .0], 20 mM EDTA) and deproteinized for 1 h at 37°C by adding 0.225 ml of 10% sarcosyl and 30 l of a 20-mg/ml proteinase K solution. Reaction mixtures were cleared by centrifugation at 12,000 ϫ g for 5 min. DNA was further purified by overnight equilibrium centrifugation in CsCl gradient with 87 g of Hoechst 33258 trihydrochloride/ml at 400,000 ϫ g. The low band, corresponding to replicative intermediates, was collected, purified from the dye by butanol extraction, precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in 30 l of standard Tris-EDTA buffer.
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Replication intermediates of YEp derivatives with (CNG) n repeats in the SmaI site were digested with ClaI and PvuII restriction enzymes, while those with repeats in the AseI site were cleaved with SspI and PvuII. This was followed by phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The pellets were dissolved in 15 l of loading buffer, loaded on the 0.4% agarose gel, and electrophoresed in the first dimension. The lanes were then cut out of the 0.4% gel and embedded into a 1.5% agarose gel with 0.3 g of EtBr/ml for the electrophoresis in the second dimension (39) . The gel was vacuum transferred onto a Nytran N membrane (Schleicher & Schuell) and hybridized with a 32 P-labeled probe obtained with the Random Primers DNA labeling system (Invitrogen). For intermediates with repeats in the SmaI site, a 1.5-kbp SphI-PvuII fragment of YEp24 was used as a probe. The probe for intermediates with repeats in the AseI site was a 631-bp SspI-AseI fragment of YEp24. Quantitative analysis was performed on a Storm 860 PhosphorImager, using ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics).
Measurements of expansion rates and sizes. Yeast strains were the parental CH1585 and its isogenic derivatives carrying either the rfc1-1 or pol32⌬ mutations. Trinucleotide repeat-containing reporter plasmids (28) were integrated into each strain at either the URA3 locus on chromosome V or at the LYS2 locus on chromosome II. Southern blotting confirmed the placement of a single copy of the reporter at the desired location in every case. Expansions were identified by acquisition of resistance to 5FOA, as described in more detail elsewhere (28) .
Rates of instability at 30°C were measured by the method of the median (26).
The fraction of bona fide expansions was determined by PCR amplification (for CTG repeat tracts), as judged by increased size of the products compared to the starting strain (46) . Southern hybridization was used to score expanded CGG tracts. Briefly, 5FOA r colonies were grown in liquid cultures and their genomic DNA was prepared and digested with SphI. The resulting products were run on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel and transferred to a nylon membrane. The blot was hybridized to a probe containing (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats. The size of the expansion was inferred by comparison to a 10-bp DNA ladder (Gibco BRL).
RESULTS

Effects of trinucleotide repeats on replication fork progression in yeast.
Using two-dimensional electrophoresis of replication intermediates, we have previously shown that (CNG) n repeats block replication fork progression in bacterial cells in a length-and orientation-dependent manner (39). Here we applied the same method for studying the effects of trinucleotide repeats on plasmid replication in yeast. (CNG) n repeats of various lengths were first cloned into the SmaI site of the yeast YEp24 plasmid (Fig. 1A) , located in the 3Ј untranslated region of the ura3 gene, 2.5 kbp downstream from the bidirectional replication ori. Due to the bidirectional character of the replication, this plasmid is separated into two domains replicated by different forks, where our inserts are in left-to-right replication fork, as depicted in Fig. 1A . Depending on a repeat's orientation, the location of each repeat can be assigned to the template for leading or lagging DNA strand synthesis for this fork. The names of our plasmids correspond to the repetitive sequence in the lagging strand template.
Upon isolating the replicating DNA and cleaving it with restriction enzymes ClaI and PvuII, one might expect the appearance of Y-like structures (Fig. 1B) . Y-structures differ from nonreplicated DNA in both their size and shape, which allows one to detect them by gel electrophoresis as a characteristic Y-arc (Fig. 1B) . If replication is attenuated by a repeat, one should expect the appearance of a bulge on the otherwise smooth Y-arc due to the preferential accumulation of replication intermediates of a specific size and shape. A triplet repeat at the SmaI site is situated at approximately one-third of the distance from the end of a ClaI-PvuII fragment relative to the replication fork entrance (Fig. 1A) . One would expect, therefore, that the bulge would be located within the Y-arc's long shoulder (Fig. 1B) . In the case of complete blockage, a second replication fork would approach a repeat from the opposite side, resulting in the appearance of double-Y intermediates, forming a spike on the Y-arc (reviewed in reference 10).
Our experimental data on the replication of plasmids with (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n inserts of various lengths are shown in Fig.  2A . The control plasmid, YEp24, has a relatively smooth Y-arc ( Fig. 2A) , except for a knob at its peak. Similar knobs are also evident in all other plasmids studied, while their intensity appeared to depend on variables (such as cooling time) during trinucleotide repeats, Y-arcs were analyzed using phosphorimaging. A typical densitogram, showing a peak on a portion of the arc, is presented in Fig. 2B . The ratio of radioactivity in the peak area (areas 1 and 2) to that in the corresponding area of a smooth replication arc (area 2) represents the extent of replication slowing. Quantitative data for (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats of different lengths and orientations obtained from three to five independent experiments for each plasmid are presented in Fig. 2C . Replication slowdown is barely detectable at n ϭ 8 (ϳ1.1-fold), sharply increases for 8 Յ n Յ 18, and reaches the saturation of ϳ1.6-fold at about 40 repeats. This maximal replication inhibition could a priori be explained in two ways: (i) the yeast replication fork comes to a halt at a substantial fraction of plasmid molecules but manages to proceed through it smoothly in the remaining plasmid population, or (ii) the yeast replication fork slows down 1.6-fold at all repeats. The first scenario would suggest replication of a substantial fraction of repeats by an alternative replication fork, giving rise to spikes on Y-arcs. Since we do not observe those spikes, we believe that the replication fork uniformly slows down at (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n runs. Our yeast results are similar to those previously obtained in bacterial systems, in that (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats stall replication fork progression in vivo. There are, however, two notable differences between the two experimental systems: (i) much shorter repeats are sufficient to cause equivalent replication stalling in yeast compared to E. coli, and (ii) contrary to bacteria, the efficiency of replication blockage in yeast does not depend on the repeat's orientation relative to the replication ori ( Fig. 2A , compare autoradiograms for plasmids with CGG or CCG repeats as lagging strand template).
The trinucleotide repeats described above were situated in the 3Ј untranslated region of the ura3 gene, i.e., in the transcribed area. Our laboratories have previously shown that RNA polymerase can stall at some repetitive runs, which, in turn, attenuates replication (24) . To rule out this possibility, (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats were cloned into the AseI site of the YEp24 plasmid situated in the bacterial bla gene, which is not transcribed in yeast (Fig. 1A) . Triplet repeats here were situated in the right-to-left replication fork as shown in Fig. 1A . Replication intermediates were digested with the SspI and PvuII restriction enzymes prior to two-dimensional electrophoresis. The location of the AseI site within the SspI-PvuII fragment relative to the replication fork entrance was similar to that of the SmaI site within the ClaI-PvuII fragment described above. Thus, repeat-caused replication blockage should result in the appearance of a bulge in the long shoulder of the Y-arc as shown in Fig. 1B. Figure 3 shows that the (CGG) 40 ⅐ (CCG) 40 repeat at the AseI site caused equally profound replication stops in both orientations. We conclude, therefore, that replication blockage at (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats does not depend on their transcriptional status. We note that the position of the bulge differed slightly for the two orientations of the (CGG) 40 ⅐ (CCG) 40 repeat. This is an expected result, because the two orientations have slightly asymmetric flanking sequences that are acquired during recloning of the repeats (see Materials and Methods). From the replication fork direction, it was at either one-third or one-fourth of the restriction fragment for CGG or CCG orientations, respectively. The bulge is closer to 1.0ϫ-size intermediates in (CCG) 40 orientation than it is in (CGG) 40 orientation, accordingly. These data, once again, emphasize the unambiguous association of triplet repeats and replication bulges.
The lack of orientation dependence in (CGG) n -caused attenuation of DNA replication clearly distinguishes our yeast data from previously described bacterial data. One possible explanation could lie in the peculiarities of the YEp24 plasmid maintenance in yeast cells. Stable maintenance of this plasmid depends on its integration into the resident 2m plasmid carried out by the Flp recombinase (38) . Depending on the directionality of this integration, a repeat from the same recombinant plasmid might get positioned in various orientations relative to the replication ori. This could obviously conceal orientation dependence in repeat-caused replication blockage. To address this possibility, we looked at the replication of (CGG) n repeats within the YEp24 plasmid in the yeast strain VL6-48N lacking the 2m plasmid. The lack of a resident plasmid rules out YEp24 integration (30) . Though YEp24-derived plasmids are highly unstable in this strain, the sensitivity of our assay appeared to be sufficient for detecting their replication intermediates. Quantitative analysis of replication intermediates of plasmids with the (CGG) 40 repeat in both orientations relative to the ori clearly shows that replication slows down to a similar extent in both cases (Fig. 4) . Thus, orientation-independent blockage of replication in yeast is intrinsic to (CGG) n repeats rather than due to fortuitous integration of YEp24-derived plasmids into the 2m plasmid. Note that replication blockage here is less profound than that observed in the wild-type strain. One possible explanation could be that repeat-caused replication blockage is somewhat masked by the general inefficiency of YEp24 replication in strains lacking the 2m plasmid. Supporting this, we observed a decrease in repeat-caused replication blockage upon growing the wild-type cells at lower temperatures where replication elongation is slow going (data not shown).
We further analyzed the effect of another expandable repeat, (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n , on the progression of the yeast replication fork. Only slight replication slowing for relatively long repeats, n Ϸ 80, was observed (Fig. 5) . Since long (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats are known to undergo large contractions in yeast, we confirmed that, upon isolation, replication intermediates did contain the whole-size repeats in every case. Quantitative analysis of our data shows that, even for those repeats, the extent of stalling does not exceed 1.12-fold (data not shown). For (CGG) n repeats, the equivalent extent of replication inhibition was observed at n ϭ 8. We conclude, therefore, that (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats of premutation size have an insignificant effect on replication fork progression in yeast. Expansion of (CNG) n repeats in the wild type and replication mutants. To study a relationship between replication attenuation at a repeat and its propensity to expand, we used our genetic system for monitoring repeat expansions in S. cerevisiae (28) . Testing for expansions in a genetic assay in the same strain background allows direct correlations with the replication stalling results. This combinatorial approach allowed testing of the hypothesis that stalling of replication forks, or escape from stalling, promotes expansions.
Briefly, triplet repeat tracts were cloned as oligonucleotide cassettes into a reporter construct that includes the Schizosaccharomyces pombe adh1 promoter fused to a URA3 reporter gene. The reporter plasmid was then integrated into the ura3 chromosomal locus by homology-mediated recombination. The transcription initiation site in this reporter is dependent on the length of the triplet repeat. A starting tract of 25 repeats or less allows normal expression of the URA3 reporter gene with concomitant sensitivity of the cells to the cytotoxic drug 5FOA. Expansions of the tract to lengths of 30 or more repeats leads to an alternative transcription initiation upstream of the normal start site. An out-of-frame AUG codon at the very 5Ј end of this alternative transcript precludes proper translation of the URA3 gene. Consequently, repeat expansions make cells resistant to 5FOA, and the expansion rate is proportional to the number of 5FOA-resistant colonies. The assay does not identify contractions or small expansions (of less than ϩ5 repeats). Starting tracts of 25 repeats were chosen because this length falls within the region of maximal stalling (Fig. 2C) and because a large database of information is available from previous studies (36) for comparison with the present experiments.
We first looked at the rates of (CGG) n and (CTG) n repeats expansion in the yeast strain, CH1585, that we have used for our replication studies. This is a wild-type strain with regard to replication, since it does not contain any mutations in the replication apparatus. Cassettes containing either (CGG) 25 or (CTG) 25 repeats between the adh1 promoter and ura3 gene were integrated into the chromosomal ura3 gene. The resultant clones were URA ϩ and contained expected numbers of repeats, as verified by PCR analysis and/or Southern hybridization. The rate of appearance of 5FOA-resistant clones was determined using a simple fluctuation test, as described in Materials and Methods. The data in Table 1 show that, for both repeats, 5FOA-resistant clones emerge at rates of ϳ10 Ϫ5 per cell/generation. The genetic assay provided suitable sensitivity to detect that the CGG repeat tract is about fourfold less stable than the CTG allele.
To confirm that the yield of 5FOA-resistant clones reflects repeats expansion, the length of repeats in resistant clones was verified by either PCR (for CTG tracts) or Southern hybridization (for CGG tracts). Expanded CGG alleles (15 tested in all) had acquired between 4 and 18 (Ϯ3) extra repeats. Similarly, expanded CTG alleles (10 tested in all) contained between 9 and 17 (Ϯ2) added repeats. As described in the previous section, (CGG) n repeats strongly attenuate replication fork progression, while (CTG) n repeats are far less potent. Yet the expansion rates for both repeats show a more modest difference (Table 1 ). This leads us to two conclusions. First, there is no obvious correlation between the strength of the replication blockage by a repeat and its propensity to expand. Second, obstruction of replication per se is not sufficient for the expansion. What remains possible is that expansions occur by accident while the replication fork attempts to escape from the stall site. Such attempts could impair the leading and lagging strand syntheses.
We, therefore, looked at the effects that replication components involved in the coordination of the leading and lagging stand synthesis have on trinucleotide repeats expansion. Using a standard pop-in, pop-out strategy, we introduced two mutations that potentially impair the leading-lagging strand equilibrium into our CH1585 strain. The cold-sensitive rfc1-1 mutation changes the ATPase activity of the large subunit of the RFC complex (4). This complex is required for loading PCNA and, subsequently, the lagging strand polymerase onto primers for Okazaki fragments (29) . Since coordination of the leading and lagging strand syntheses depends on timely translocation of the lagging strand polymerase from a completed Okazaki fragment to the next Okazaki primer, this complex is vital for the coordination of DNA strand syntheses. This mutation was also shown to affect the stability of simple DNA repeats in yeast: it leads to a 10-fold-increased level of (GT) n repeat insertions (51) and substantial elongation of telomeric repeats (4).
Another cold-sensitive mutation, pol32⌬, deletes a small subunit of the replicative polymerase ␦ (12). This subunit affects polymerase processivity and is believed to play a role in the coupling of leading and lagging polymerases at the replication fork (5) . At the permissive temperature, both mutations decrease the replication rate and, consequently, increase doubling time of S. cerevisiae cells in culture. Table 1 shows the effects of these mutations on the rate of occurrence of 5FOA-resistant clones for cassettes carrying (CGG) 25 and (CTG) 25 repeats at the permissive temperature. The most striking results were observed for the rfc1-1 mutant. Compared to the wild type, this mutation elevates the expansion rate for the (CGG) 25 tract approximately 50-fold, without changing the (CTG) 25 expansion rate appreciably. The mutation pol32⌬, on the contrary, does not significantly affect the expansion rate for any of the trinucleotide repeats studied. In rfc1-1, PCR and Southern hybridization analysis was again used to confirm that 5FOA-resistant clones resulted from repeat expansions. Similarly to the wild-type strain, expanded CGG alleles (10 tested in all) had acquired between 5 and 17 (Ϯ3) extra repeats, while expanded CTG alleles (29 tested in all) contained between 10 and 23 (Ϯ2) extra repeats.
These data show, for the first time, that a mutation in the apparatus of the lagging strand DNA synthesis can increase the expansion rate of a trinucleotide repeat in such a dramatic sequence-specific manner. This was never previously observed for any replication mutation studied. Tellingly, the affected repeat, (CGG) n , is the one that strongly attenuates replication fork progression.
In light of these data, it seemed reasonable to analyze replication of (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats in the rfc1-1 mutant. Even at permissive temperature, much fewer replication intermediates could be isolated from this mutant compared to the wildtype strain, making the sensitivity of our assay barely sufficient to detect replication arcs (Fig. 6 ). Yet one can still see bulges on Y-arcs, reflecting replication stalling caused by the (CGG) 40 ⅐ (CCG) 40 repeats in both orientations. Quantitative analysis of these data showed that replication blockage is only slightly (ϳ10%) less potent than that in the wild-type cells, but this difference is not statistically significant. Thus, the rfc1-1 mutation does not drastically change the characteristics of replication fork progression through (CGG) n repeats.
DISCUSSION
Using electrophoretic analysis of replication intermediates, we have found that (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats stall replication fork progression in S. cerevisiae. This is the first direct demonstration of replication attenuation by a triplet repeat in a eukaryotic system. (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats appeared to be far FIG. 6 . Effects of the rfc1-1 mutation on replication blockage caused by the (CGG) 40 ⅐ (CCG) 40 repeat. Arrows show replication stall sites. less potent replication blockers, though slight inhibitory effects were still detected for relatively long repeats. This seems to be in agreement with our previous data obtained in bacterial cells, where (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats attenuated replication much more strongly than (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n runs (39) . What distinguishes the yeast data from bacterial data is that the inhibitory effect of the (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n stretches reaches a maximal level at a much smaller number of repeats and does not depend on their orientation relative to the replication ori. While we do not know exact reasons for these differences, some hypotheses can be put forward.
The observation that shorter-length (CGG) n repeats were required to cause replication blockage in S. cerevisiae compared to E. coli could be explained by the fact that the yeast genome is much more AT rich than the bacterial one. It is possible, therefore, that yeast replication machinery is not well suited to unravel stable GC-rich DNA structures, resulting in considerable impediments from relatively short hairpins or Gquartets in the lagging strand template.
Orientation dependence in bacteria was previously explained by higher stability of unusual DNA structures formed in a (CGG) n -containing lagging strand template compared to the (CCG) n -containing template (39) . The lack of such orientation dependence in yeast, at first glance, contradicts this model. This contradiction, however, might be superficial. Differential stabilities of (CGG) n -and (CCG) n -containing DNA structures are grounded in the fact that G-G pairs are quite stable at a wide range of pHs, while the stability of C-C pairs is pH dependent. Intracellular pH in E. coli is around 7.5 (45), i.e., precluding C-C pairs formation, while the more acidic (pH ϳ6.0 to 6.5) environment in S. cerevisiae (13, 14) could make C-C pairs feasible.
Whatever the exact mechanism, expandable trinucleotide repeats, and particularly (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n , cause substantial replication stalling. Is there a link between replication blockage caused by these repeats and their expansion potential?
We believe that an argument in favor of such a link could be made for (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n repeats. These repeats cause potent replication inhibition in every system studied. A mutation in the lagging DNA strand synthesis apparatus, rfc1-1, drastically increases the expansion rate for these repeats, but not for (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats that do not cause strong replication inhibition. Replication stalling occurs in nearly all replication events, but that expansion arises in only about 1 in 10 5 . To explain these data altogether, we hypothesize that replication stalling does not automatically lead to repeat expansions; they rather result from mistakes during the lagging strand synthesis while the replication fork attempts to escape from the stall site.
Besides the lagging strand DNA synthesis, replication factor C is also involved in DNA repair and recombination (3, 22, 44) . It is foreseeable, therefore, that the selective effects of the rfc1-1 mutation on CGG repeat expansions might be due to RFC involvement in repair and recombination that is required to restart stalled replication forks.
The sequence-specific enhancement of repeat expansion by the rfc1-1 mutation raises some stimulating biological questions. It was previously shown that telomeric repeats are elongated in the rfc1-1 mutant (4). Could this point to certain similarities in length maintenance of endogenous G 2-3 (TG) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] telomeric repeats and exogenous (CGG) n repeats in yeast?
Another intriguing question is whether potent expansion of (CGG) n repeats in fragile X families could be accentuated by silent mutations in the replication apparatus, such as rfc1-1. Since the human homologue of the rfc1 gene has been cloned (7), it would be of interest to analyze its status in those families.
The results with the rfc1-1 mutant provide an interesting contrast with previous results with rad27⌬ mutants (8, 42, 46) . In the rfc1-1 strain tested here, the expansion rate for (CGG) n repeats was increased ϳ50-fold, whereas there was a much smaller effect on (CTG) n repeat expansion. Furthermore, the sizes of (CGG) n expansions were within twofold of the original tract size. In contrast, a previous study (46) showed that a rad27⌬ mutant accelerates the rate of expansions for at least four triplet repeats (CTG, GAC, CAG, and CTA) by roughly the same extent, so rad27⌬ effects are not sequence specific. Also in rad27⌬ cells, some very large expansions, up to five times the original tract size, were observed (46) . The differences between rfc1-1 and rad27⌬ mutants suggests that expansions can occur through different mechanisms which can be distinguished by the two mutations.
The situation with the replication and expansion link for (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats is less clear. Only relatively long repeats inhibit replication in bacteria and yeast. Even for those repeats, inhibition is weak, except for special circumstances, such as treatment of bacterial cells with chloramphenicol (39) . Further, our yeast data show that certain mutations affecting the lagging strand synthesis have only a small effect on expansion rates for these repeats. At the same time, a previous study (28) concluded that replication is important for (CTG) n tracts expansions, based on experiments demonstrating an orientation effect on the repeat tract, relative to replication. It seems plausible, therefore, to speculate that mechanisms other than replication could be involved in their expansion. Supporting this, it has been demonstrated that (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats stimulate homologous recombination in bacteria and gene conversion in yeast, frequently expanding in this process (17, 18, 35) .
There are, however, some problems with this explanation as well. Expansion rates for (CGG) n ⅐ (CCG) n and (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats are similar (Table 1) . It is somewhat difficult to envision how two different processes, replication and recombination, lead to expansions with similar rates. Further, expansions of (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats have been shown to depend on their orientation relative to the ori in bacterial, yeast, and mammalian systems (6, 9, 20, 28) . Quite recently it was found that the propensity of these repeats to expand in cultured mammalian cells also depends on their distance from the ori (6). Finally, several replicative mutations were shown to affect expansion of these repeats (8, 15, 41, 42, 46) . Thus, the final picture for (CTG) n ⅐ (CAG) n repeats remains more complex, and additional studies are warranted to resolve the relative contributions of replication and recombination.
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